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Overview
Welcome to Nevana Designs

Nevana Designs produces cutting edge, light responsive 
coatings and compounds for environmentally sustainable, 
self-sufficient energy saving solutions.

We provide a variety of solutions for businesses, international 
brands, governments and consumers to harness the benefits 
of our groundbreaking photoluminescent technology.



Led by inventor and CEO Hamish Scott, Nevana Designs 
began producing bespoke, light-responsive solutions for both 
businesses and private clients in 2014.

After captivating the world’s attention with our breakthrough 
photoluminescent paint, we have continued to develop the 
technology and to work with many businesses and industries 
across the globe.

Our Development
    Hamish Scott | MD



Our Technology
Green by Design

At the core of Nevana Designs’ unique range is our own 
STARPATH technology, which in its most basic form stores UV 
energy and emits a strong glow for sustained periods.

Born from world-renowned STARPATH, our UV charged 
innovations provide a sustainable and energy-free solution to 
endless scenarios. 

From practical way-finding and lighting, to creative projects and 
aesthetic pieces, our solutions are packaged and applied in a 
number of different forms.



STARPATH
Light Responsive Surfacing

Our world renowned surfacing technology, STARPATH, is a 
unique solution that transforms any resin-based surface into a 
light-responsive sustainable pathway, emittng light for up to 10 
hours.

With over 10 years of development, STARPATH has been 
formulated as a durable surfacing product first, then introduced 
to our unique glowing technology.
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Eco-Disc
Clean-Energy Path Lighting

Born from a need for cost-effective, zero-energy path lighting, the 
Eco-Disc uses our unique STARPATH technology to harness UV 
energy and generate light in a strong composite package.

Specifically designed for pathways, cycleways, roads and other 
infrastructure, the Eco-Disc provides an intuitive lighting solution 
for even the longest or most remote projects.
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With Eco-Disc, providing 
sustainable way-finding 
to previously unlit roads is 
now a reality.

Where road lighting issues 
are compounded by 
unstable or unavailable 
electricity supply, the Eco-
Disc needs only UV to 
charge and supply light to 
motorists and pedestrians.

When it comes to 
commercial areas, 
businesses rely on costly 
sensor lights or constant 
electrical lighting around 
the property.

Utilising our eco-friendly 
alternative, businesses 
can harness UV energy 
to illuminate paths and 
roads around offices, 
factories, facilities and other 
commercial areas.

Eco-Disc eliminates both 
the cost and maintenance 
associated with traditional 
lighting, making them a 
favourite among forward-
thinking councils and state 
bodies.

The self generating light 
of the Eco-Disc extends 
light coverage to all-hours 
and offers the ability to 
dramatically re-think park 
and civic lighting.
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Paint Technology
Light Emitting Paint and Coatings

Initially launched in collaboration with Nissan UK, our innovative 
and versatile light-responsive coating allows STARPATH 
technology to be infused onto almost any surface. It performs a 
range of functions from practical safety uses to unique aesthetic 
additions.

Paint is available in a full system complete with Clear Top Coat, 
Thinner and Hardening agent.
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Nissan Leaf Concept - Nissan Automotive
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